CONNONNEALTH

OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Natter

of:

THE APPLICATION OF SOME
RESIDENTS OF SPENCER COUNTY
FOR EXTENDED AREA TELEPHONE
SERVICE WITH LOUISVILLE

)
)
)
)

CASE

NO

~

8860

O R D E R

residents of the Taylorsville
exchange located in Spencer County ("Petit.ioners") filed with the
extended area telephone service
Commission
a petition requesting
Both exchanges are served by
exchange.
( EAS ) to the Louisville
South Central Bell Telephone Company ("Bell" ).
ll, 1983, Bell responded that it dOeS nOt COnCur
On May
On

Narch

the petition.

16, 1983,

some

Bell further stated that to provide EAS would
in both the
result in higher monthly rates for customers
Louisville and Taylorsville
exchanges'ell reported 314,619
accounts in the Louisville exchange and 1,404 accounts in the
exchange as of Narch 31, 1983.
Taylorsville
After consi.dering this matter and being advised, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that:
Petitioners'equest
for EAS should be considered
1)
sub)ect to the provisions of the Commission's EAS Guidelines, as
Case No. 221 by Order dated October 31,
adopted in Administrative
1980.

with

2)

Step one of the

EAS

Guidelines

has been completed,

and

this matter should proceed to step two of the Guidelines; and
3) In accordance with step two, should Peti.tioners desire
to pursue this matter, they must seek, as a vali.d indication of
general subscriber interest, the signatures of subscribers in both
affected exchanges on standard Commission petition forms.
for EAS
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that. Petit.ioners'equest
between

the Louisville

is considered
attached

and

exchanges

to the provisions

subject

as Appendix

Taylorsville

of the

be and
EAS

it

hereby

guidelines,

A.

that should Petitioners desire to
pursue this matter, they shall obtain t;he signatures of a minimum
of 208 separate subscriber accounts in the Taylorsville exchange
on copies of the form in Appendix
8, and a minimum of 3 146
separate subscriber accounts in the Louisville exchange on copies
of the form in Appendix C.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Petitioners shall be allowed up
to 6D days from the date of this Order to gather these signatures
and file them with the Commission,
in accordance with step two of
the EAS Guidelines.
IT IS

FURTHER

ORDERED

Done

at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 1st

day

of August,

PUBLIC SERVICE CONNISSION

Vp'ce Chairman

Comm

ATTESTS

Secretary

i ss i oner

/

+QgdJr

Arfl

1983.

APPENDIX A
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 8860 DATED AUGUST 1,1983

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
GUIDELINES FOR CONSIDERATION OF
REQUESTS FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF
EXTENDED AREA SERVICE

General Provisions

This document
Extended

Service

Area

Commission

provides

by

non-optionel

(EAS) which

been

have

of requests

for

before

the

brought

subscribers
or others
shall
The
EAS
considered

telephone

service.

proposed

for the consideration

service between

of this Commission.

entire exchanges

Such exchanges

be

must

under

desiring
be

the

two-way,

jurisdiction

either contiguous

or

series of consecutively contiguous exchanges which
the
have or are proposed to have a local calling area including
If these above provisions are in conflict with
proposed EAS plan.
either the specific language or general intent of appropriate
tariffs of a company, the Commission may, in view of this conflict

connected

by a

such provisions
deviation
from
regulations,
permit
upon
application by the company.
EAS will be provided
under these guidelines only when there

in

is

a demonstrated

relevant

costs

community

have

been

of interest
determined

and

exchanges, the
customer
appropriate

between

to pay any higher local
rates attendant to the establishment of the service.
herein is a step-by-step
The "procedure"
process, with
criteria for each step having to be successfully met to continue

surveys

have

indicated

a

clear willingness

consideration

to
at
petitioners
Failure
request

of the

such

meet

any

that

point

may

the Commission

at
may

except as specifically

request,

EAS

step will

unless

consideration

specified.
their request, at

otherwise

any time withdraw

terminate

end

noted.

of the
However,

which

time

the proceedings.

Glossary of Terms
For the purpose

of this procedure,

the following

definitions

appiy-.

Central
the

switching

Office is
equipment

a

unit

of a telephone

company

including

facilities used to
subscribers'ines connected thereto

and

associated

establish connections between
and to trunk or toll lines ( intraexchange
or interexchange)
to
other central offices within the same or other exchanges.
Community of Interest Factor (CIF) is a dual measurement
for
determining the feasibility of implementing
Extended Area Service.
A CIF is arrived
at by: 1) dividing the total of Long Distance
Service (toll) and Optional Calling
Message Telecommunications
Plan (OCP) messages made from an exchange to another exchange
during the study period by the total number of subscribers in the
originating
and 2)
the total number of
exchange;
dividing
subscribers placing the required minimum number of messages stated
in the first part by the total number of subscribers in the originating

exchange.

Exchange

is

a geographical

area established

by a telephone

for the administration of telephone service. It consists
of one or more central offices together with associated plant used
in furnishing
telephone service in that area.
Long distance

company

(toll)

for messages between subscribers
served by the same exchange.
Petitioning Exchange is the exchange
in which the original petitioners
for EAS are located. Desired
is the exchange to which EAS is desired by the
Exchange
petitioners.
Extended Area Service (EAS) is a type of telephone switching
and trunking
arrangement
which provides
for calling among all
subscribers
of two or more telephone exchanges without the
application of Long Distance Message Telecommunications
Service
charges

not

do

apply

(toll) charges.
Local Calling

subscribers

served

(LCA)

Stations
(or similar

Main

public

network,

telephones)
equivalent.
Message

systems)

and

a completed

tion, distance or origination
Optional
type which

subscribers
exchange

to

Calling

Plan

PBX

all

without

subscriber

and

coin

which

and
telephones,
have access to the

lieu of
trunks, special
(in

telephone

Centrex

including

and

telephones,
including

system

is

a common

type

and

key

which

for such calls,
Extended Area Service plan.

any

are all telephones,

all extension

excluding

within

call all other served subscribers

may

the area encompassing

ESSX-1

is that area

of toll charges to

the application

i.e.+

Area

any

associated

circuits

and

call, regardless of

dura-

time.
(OCP)

is

a

calling

plan

of varying

avai.lable within an exchange to individual
having a need to frequently communicate with a distant

may

be made

which

EAS

is not offered.

is the positive per subscriber rate

to
of
recover the net cost penalty to the company of implementation
It is in addition to any rate increase needed to
an EAS plan.
reflect the increase in station size of any exchange's local
In
calling area, such as approved tariff regrouping increases.
the absence of such approved
tariff regrouping increases, a
utility shall, before calculating the rate additive, first propose
rate leveling between its exchanges and account far all revenue
effects thereof in the derivation of its net cast penalty.
Rate I eveling is the method of achieving the same basic
service rate treatment between or among exchanges as does approved
tariffs for regrouping, but applying in instances where such
Rate Additive

xegrauping

and

attendant

tariffs.

approved

incx'eases

x'ate
Such

leveling

ax"e

should

nat

needed

authorized

recagnize

by

both

similarities and differences in the statian sizes of all proposed
local calling areas of each of a company's exchanges which is
similar to othex'ampanies'pproved
in a manner
involved>
regrauping

tarif fs.
Period

Study
community

the period

is

of interest
comprising

the
period used in determining
f actor, said per iod f ailing wholly within
the previous six months and the future two
a

30-day

orders the study of such data.
The Commission
a period of different duration or age
may grant
showing of
upon applicatian
by the company and upon acceptable
need or desirability
the
for such deviation.
Additionally,

months

from the day the Commission

Commission

may

0-day period

order a study period to be comprised of a specific
A study
in the future.
period formed in accordance

with

this def inition

recent
subscriber
circumstances which

Subscriber

shall be considered
usage
may

is

general,

be representative

except

for

of

unusual

be noted by the company.

a customer

responsible

for telephone

whose

the

name

in

to

of the telephone

service,
is listed

i.e.,

usually

to

company

who

the person

is
in

the charge for
The subscriber
billed.
firm,
be any person,
may
corporation, cooperative organisation or governmental

service is
partnership,
entity or agency,

telephone

and

whom

service by
a telephone company under approved tariffs.
The term "subscriber"
when
referring to usage of the telephone service includes all
"Subscribers" may at, various
usage of the service by all parties.
among

others, furnished

communication

to main station, billed telephone numbers, or
accounts when referring to number of customers, but shall always
mean the billing
thereof when
party or authorized representative
referring to customer signatures or survey recipients.
Rate
Affected Subscriber is the customer responsible for paying for a
service whose billed rate would at some time be affected by the
of an EAS plan.
implementation
Toll, unless otherwise specified, refers to Long Distance
Service as described in company tarmessage Telecommunications
iffs< specifically and without. modification thereto.
is cable, carrier, microwave, and other
Trunk Eguipment
outside
plant equipment
required
for EAS trunking
between
telephone exchanges (interexchange).
This term may also refer to
similar facilities between central offices within an exchange
times

be equated

(intraexchange).

Other

terms,

words,

interpreted

in

the

manner

industry

telecommunications

tariffs

and

as

phrases

used

is generally
as

and

reflected

shall

herein
done

in

within
the

be

the

various

other Commission
rules and
regulations.
shall also mean the
Any word or term in the singular
plural where appropriate, and vice versa.

approved

company

in

and

Procedure

Step 1)

Upon

accordance

statute,

receipt of a petition

from

subscribers

278.260, or any other currently
the Commission shall refer the request to the
with

or others

applicable

KRS

If

company

the company concurs in the request
agrees to this poi.nt, consideration
shall

response.
Commission

proceed to Step 3 following.

it shall state its

If

a company

in

and

for
the

directly

does not concur in the

for so doing and shall include
in its reply to the Commission
rate increases (by
any known
exchange
and
attendant
by class
to the
type of subscriber)
proposed EAs plan under approved tariffs, plus any estimate of
further rate changes the company may then wish to reasonably
justify within the time allo~ed for response, including any
proposals for rate leveling of basic exchange rates. The company
shall also furnish the exchange sizes by main station subscribers.
The Commission
shall allow 30 days for this initial review and
request

response

If

by

reasons

the company.

declines the request for EAS for the reason
that this same or substantially same request has been the subject
the
of an investigation
dismissed
the Commission
within
by
previous four years, the Commission shall omit Step 3 in the
the company

shall progress directly from
step 2 to Step 4. AEter completion of Step 4 in this instance,
the Commission
consideration
in lieu of either
upon
may,
dismissing the request or ordering EAS cost studies at that time,
then order the traffic studies described in Step 3. The community
of interest factors obtained therefrom shall then be considered by
the Commission in addition to the evidence of record thus far in
the need for further investigation.
determining
Step 4 need not
si.tuation,
at the
in this
be
particular
repeated
again

following

procedure

and

consideration

discretion.
Step 2) If the petitioners still wish to pursue their request
after receiving all the preliminary rate increase information
accepted to this point by the Commission, the Commission shall
request the petitioners to seek, as a valid indication of general
subscriber interest, the signatures of subscribers in affected
exchanges, said signatures to be obtained on standard Commission
petition forms which include a statement of rate increases as

Commission's

furnished

by

the

company

and

accepted

by

the Commission.

The

shall certify that subscribers have been made aware of
such information before signing.
The minimum number of subscriber
addresses and telephone numbers needed to signify
signatures,
valid interest by the general subscriber body affected shall be
according to a formula designed to interpolate that number between
given points of 20% of the total subscribers in exchanges of 1,000
or less main stations and 2% of the total subscribers in exchanges

petitioners

of 100,000 or more main stations for petitioning exchanges.
The
number
of signatures needed in the desired exchanges shall be
one-half of the number calculated as if the exchange vere a
Petitioning
exchange.
The formula
used is as follows
for
of from 1,001 through 99,999 main stations:
(Exchange Size in N.S. — 1,000 M.S. X 1800)+ 200 = No. signatures
99,000 N ST
of petitioning

exchanges

exchange
(round

to nearer

vhole

number)

of 1,000 or less or 100,000 or more
shall use the stated percentage for the respective given point
described above as a constant regardless of size below 1,000 or
above 100,000 main stations,
and desired
exchanges shall use
one-half thereof.

All

petitioning

exchanges

shall allow
of signatures.

The Commission
and

presentation

up

to 60 days for the gathering
The

Commission

shall

oversee

certification
of these
a
random
signatures
selection
by
verification process, then proceed to Step 3, except as earlier
consideration.
If Step 2
is not satisfactorily completed, the consideration process shall
move
directly to Step 4. After completion of Step 4, the
Commission
the request at
upon consideration
may either dismiss
that time or, if evidence of record supports doing so, allow only
one additional
period not to exceed 60 days to complete the
signature collection process.
If this effort fails, the EAS
request shall be dismissed.
If this process is successfully
indicated

completed

in cases of prior Commission

in

the

allotted

time,

the

Commission

shall,

after verification, then order the txaffic studies described in
The community
of interest factoxs obtained therefrom
step 3.
shall then be considered by the Commission in addition to the
evidence of record thus far in determining
the need for further
investigation.
Step 4 need not be repeated again in this
particular situation, at the Commission's discretion.
step 3) The company shall be directed to conduct studies of its
originating traffic for the defined study period and be prepax'ed
to present the results within 30 days ante» the end of the allowed
ox'rdered period for gathering data, said results being presented
with the Commission and interested parties.
by correspondence
The
Commission
shall, in instances where step 4 has either not yet
been completed
or will be repeated, at the same time as the
studies are ordered, set the date of any such public hearing at
which their results will be discussed, said date to be at least 15
days beyond the date the study results are filed.
The studies
shall include as a minimum
the data allowing
the following
described community of interest factors to be calculated, and in
addition may include othe» recommended data es cited heeeinafte».
The Commission
shall consider these factors as minimum criteria
for proceeding beyond Step 4, with "subscriber" meaning combined
business and residence subscribers considered together:
a) In any petitioning exchange, there must be an average of
at least foux'essages (toll plus any OCP) per subscriber to a

desired exchange
exchange

must

exchange;

and

have

half that
subscriber
subscribers

exchange,

of interest

community

of

average

50%

completed

In the desired

b)

of the total subscribers in the
at least four calls to the desired

at least

and

there must be present

needed

least two messages
to a petitioning exchange
at

in the desired

exchange

and

as dividend

needed

to meet the

dividends
minimum

in

the

standards.

in
minimum

the

division

criteria

at least

having

calls to the petitioning exchange.
c) However, any excess messages
required

a), as
(toll plus
in

and

expressed
50%

subscribers

in a)

may

by an

OCP)

any

completed

processes

at least
per

of the total

at least

two

above those

which

would

be added

be

to like

processes in b) to help meet those
In no case shall any excess data in b) be used

division

to meet the criteria required in a), however.
be
attained
Both a) and
as minimum
b) above must
justification for proceeding beyond Step 4. All petitioning

satisfy criteria in a), and all desired exchanges
must
likewise satisfy requirements
in b).
If all involved
exchanges are petitioning exchanges, b} and c) are not considered.
KAs
Each individual
route (individual
to individual
exchange
exchanges

must

exchange)

must

met

be measured

in each direction

for each path in both directions.

and minimum

These community

criteria

of interest

factors as obtained from the traffic studies must meet the stated
criteria in all instances, regardless of procedural changes or any
other variables i.n this process, for the consideration of an EAS
to continue beyond this point.
Zf the petitioners'equest
contains a combination of EAS routes, some of which meet these
criteria and some of which do not, the petitioners'equest
shall
continue to be considered only to the extent of considering those
In
individual routes meeting these criteria in both directions.
this case, all "general provisions" cited earlier must still be
met for the consideration
The petitioners
process to continue.
shall, however, retain their right to withdraw their entire
request in this event, at which time the Commission may terminate
the proceedings.

addition to the data necessary to furnish the above
information,
it is recommended that the traffic studies should
include, but not be limited to, this further information
for
possible use in Step 4a
Data to allow the above detailed community of
i)
In

interest
business

ii)

factors
and

to be

computed

on

residence

bases,

if

attainable;

and

Individual

account

high

volume

candidates

erations.

users

usage

information

to

located as possible
other study consid-

for OCP's
Such

separate
readily

be
and

information

-11-

should

allowing

include

iii)

tolls

the number of messages

and

over each proposed

route direction;

message

summary

A

EAS

breakdown

by type

of call
and

the number

showing

of residence, busiof data available)
and
ness (if separation
combined
subscribers making those numbers of
calls over each proposed EAS route direction;
of messages

the number

and

and

iv)

revenue

A summary

toll

charges

by

(if

breakdown

the total of

showing

of residence, business
of data available) and combined
number

separation
subscribers for messages over each proposed

direction,

route
minimum

(1)

monetary

broken

brackets

Every $ 0.25 from $ 0

(2) Every

down

by

the

following

breaking

and

EAS

points:

- $ 4.99

$ 1.00 from $ 5.00 — $ 14.99

(3) Every $ 5.00 from $ 15.00 - $ 24.99
(4) Every $ 25.00 from $ 25.00 - $ 99.99
(5) All aver $ 99.99
v)

A

summary

and

breakdown

showing

number

"hours of use" for residence,

of messages
business

(if

and
combined
separation
of data available)
subscribers, broken down by days of the week
and by hours of the day for each praposed EAS
route directian.

-12-

treated

all data

and

Any

as confidential

data shall be revealed
on a group

or aggregate

by

accounts shall be
and the company,
and

subscriber

on individual

the Commission

to other parties only in the public record

basis.

shall set the matter for public hearing at
which time all interested
parties shall be allowed to present
testimony on relevant subjects, including community of interest
and ot.her pertinent
data.
At this time the petitioners
shall
submit their reasons for desiring the requested EAS and testimony
to why it otherwise should be enacted.
Community
of interest
testimony
shall
include
the
results
of the
requirement,
if any. At this same hearing the
company shall, as appropriate,
discuss the findings of any traffic
studies done in this case or from previous cases investigating the
same or substantially
the same request and, as appropriate, other
Step 4) The Commission

petitioners'ignature-gathering

relevant information gathered from the traffic studies'dditional
data described in Step 3. This information may include data as to
the type and pattern of calls made and the percentage and number

of subscribers
below

point

any
~

whose

known

ox'iled

and

toll charges
estimated

oe available

from

rate
OCP

the study

increases

rates.

fall

above

and

accepted to this
For exemple, if a

of subscribers are paying more in toll charges
than they would be paying for any known EAS rate increases, there
could be interpreted
to be a reasonable degree of interest in
if a significant
paying additional charges for EAS. Conversely,
number
were paying less for toll than the known and projected

significant

number

-13-

All
increases, the opposite conclusion would be indicated.
available information may be presented on such known and estimated
rate increases, appropriate GCP's and any other appropriate service plans or proposals.
Additionally,
other readily
any
available data on subscribers to, and usage levels of, OCP, MATS,
services should be
Foreign Exchange, and other EAS alternative

presented.

shall consider the evidence of record to this
for community of
all minimum requirements
point, including
interest indication and decide if further study i.s merited under
these guidelines.
Step 5) The Commission shall direct a detailed cost study to be
The cost study shall include, but not
performed by the company.
be limited to, estimates of central office and trunk equipment
needed for a ten-year period after the EAS is implemented.
In
most cases, a minimum of two years wi11 be required between study
of the EAS plan. Each study shall indicate a
and implementation
date based upon the particulars of the EAS
proposed implementation
proposal studied.
Projected rates should reflect recovery of the cost of all
and all other
such equipment
associated expenses and revenue
losses, includi,ng projected toll loss. Also included shall be all
costs allocable to the consideration of the request
company
itself, i.e., the cost of traffic studies, public hearings,
engineering
cost studies and estimated costs of subsequent
The Commission

customer

surveys.

relevant costs are the incremental costs required to
provide EAS rather than toll. Therefore, also included should be
cost savings and added revenues, such as from rate regroupings at
tributable
to the proposed EAS, again for the same ten-year
The

All allocable expenses

period.

and savings

losses and
value of money

and revenue

time
Standard
considered.
techniques and reasonable inflation data should be used. If more
than one company is involved in this study, each shall determine
its net cost penalty and the rates necessary to recover such
Said rates shall include those
amounts determined by its studies.

gains

should

rate

additives

be

appropriate

over

tariff rates for local service

and

above

standard

authorized

other services and equipment,
Rate additives for the same
and rates needed for rate leveling.
class and grade of one company's subscribers shall be the same
within

the

same

proposed

and

local calling

area.

For example,

a

and desired
in the petitioning
residence subscriber
exchanges of the same company would have the same rate additive,
to possibly varying regrouping or rate leveling
in addition

one-party

increases as appropriate.
if community of interest factors determined in
Additionally,
Step 3 show that interest from the petitioning exchange to the
desired exchange is at least four times the interest in the
reverse direction, as measured by the comparison of the respective
items a)
messages per subscriber figuros obtained in that step'
called-for by item (c) of that stepi
and b), before any ad)ustment

-15-

also be calculated which reflect the recovery of
the net cost penalty of the proposed EAS from just petitioning
exchange subscribers, net cost taking into account revenue effects
from all tariff-imposed
increases, or proposed rate
regrouping
A
leveling increases, necessary in all exchanges individually.
minimum
of three months shall be allowed for the compilation of
these cost studies and attendant rate additives.
If more than two
exchanges or companies are involved, more time may be required for
Each company should make its most diligent effort to
completion.
In the event EAS is
formulate definitive studies in this time.
eventually ordered, the Commission shall be the final judge of
rate additives implemented and may consider a range change in the
rate additives derived from the cost studies discussed herein upon
Such proof could cover,
application of and proof by the company.
among other items, serious errors in calculation
or the advent of
unforeseen circumstances such as subsequent rate changes affecting
such as changes
in local rates or the toll
study revenues,
then rates should

schedule.

After receiving
Commission

necessary,

shall

the cost studies
conduct

including

and

rates information,

investigation
action, to approve

whatever

corrective

the

it

deems

the

study

results.
Stag 6) At'ter the cost study and rate additive calculation results
have
been
the Commission
shall invite from any
presented,

interested
form

party proposed

as possible

mail surveys

at that point.

The

as complete
Commission

in content
may

and

distribute

these proposed farms-of-survey
to other parties of record as it
deems appropriate.
The Commission shall however, finally approve
a survey
form and content,
timetable and method of canvass>
holding whatever informal staff meetings it finds necessary with
various parties to the case to allow such approva1 to be given.
Surveys
sampling

shall

methods

be

allowable

accomplished

by

in exchanges

mail,

with

of over 1,000

scientific
main

station

subscribers.
If such methods are used, the Commission must
of the pxoposed method in advance of
approve of the particulars
The company shall be allowed at least 30 days from
any mailing.
f ina1 Commission approval of a 1 1 survey aspects ( f oxms, content,
Adequate proof of the mailing
method< etc.) to mail the survey.
of such survey and of the scientific nature of any sampling method

it

had

approved

earlier

may

be

required

by

the

Commission

shall
to mailing, for its use only.
The Commission
take whatever steps it deems necessaxy, if any, to assure that all
paxties involved x'espect the neutrality of the survey and that no
effort is made by any pax"ty to influence the x'esponses of those
surveyed.
Replies shall be by prepaid return postcard mailed
will be responsible
which
for
directly to the Commission
tabulation of results.
The survey
form itself shall clearly
indicate that the
increased net cost penalty to the company for the proposed EAs
vill be borne by all subscribers having access to the service.
rate-affected
subscribers
Only
shall be surveyed.
If, as
described in Step 5, rate additives have been calculated for

subsequent

-17-

petitioning exchanges only then petitioning exchange subscribers
be asked their opinion on bearing the entire EAS
may additionally
net cost penalty over and above any required tariff regrouping
increases, or proposed rate-leveling increases for all exchanges,
of bearing
should desired exchange subscribers vote disapproval
their share of increased rates. In no case shall any petitioning
exchange be relieved of bearing its full portion of the net cost
recovery, nor shall it be surveyed thereon.
Opinions may alsa be solicited on any appropriate Optional
Calling Plan or other EAS alternatives proposed.
Survey forms shall also state the date through which replies
Shall be aCcepted and counted

that final approval

30 days fram mailing)

(normally

of all plans

and

and

asscciated rates shall rest

with the Commission.

Step 7) For the

Commission

to order

the

proposed

RAS

to

be

established in accordance with these guidelines, over 50% af the
total subscribers surveyed on the same proposal must consentt such
subscribers being considered in sum total, with any respondent
representing a scientific sample having his response weighted as
if all subscribers represented thereby had been surveyed and had
If 50% or less of the
responded the same way as that subscriber.
subscribers respond to any same question, by their own act or
through any scientifically
sampled representation,
the Commission
shall determine if fallow-up surveys further soliciting a response
fram the previous nonrespondents
would be of value in determining
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results criteria are met, i.e., if the "over 50% "of
total subscribers needed could reasonably be expected to be
at tained thereby.
If the Commission f eels that follow™up ma i 1
surveys
are needed, the company shall be allowed like time
intervals for conducting this survey as for the initial survey.
The Commission
shall again approve the same various survey
aspects.
The results
of any survey of this type shall then be
included with results of the initial survey, in the same manner,
made as to whether
the survey results
and a final determination
criteria are met. Reply cards will be available for inspection by
interested parties to the extent that they could be made a matter
of public record and the confidentiality of individual replies and
privacy rights of individual respondents shall be protected by the
After adjudication of the EAS request under these
Commission.
guidelines, in the event EAS is not approved by the Commission,
survey response cards may be used to determine candidates for any
OCP's or other services alternative
to EAS which are approved by

whether

survey

the Commission.
time after the proposed
Step 8) Mithin a reasonable
ordered, the company shall supply the Commission with

schedule

to accomplish

the

EAS

implementation

EAS

a

is

work

additionally
quarterly
progress
and

shall supply t,he Commission with at least
reports of EAS construction.
If subscri.bers of any one company agree under Step 7) to pay
rates for recovering cost;s of a different company and that is the
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condition

shall

under

which

be reimbursed

EAS

by

is

the

-implemented,

former

then the

company

through

latter

company

intercompany

for all of its net cost penalty not
recovered from its own subscribers.
Such reimbursement
is to
continue for the period of time any, all, or any part of the rate
additives are collected. The Commission shall be the final )udge
as to the length in time of all such collections.

settlement

procedures
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E
APPENDIX B
APPENDIX TO
COMMISSION

1983

AN ORDER OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE
IN CASE NO. 8860, DATED AUGUST 1,

PETITION FOR TAYLORSVZLLE EXCHANGE

I

that the Kentucky Pub1ic Service Commission is considering a
plan to remove long distance charges on ca11s to the Louisville exchange,
but that such a plan will require an additional monthly charge on my
telephone bill. I understand that the amount of that additional charge
is not yet known. I state that I am the billing party for the telephone
number shown and, as such, I am interested in obtaining to11-free service
between the exchanges.
I realize that my monthly bill will probably
increase in an amount to be determined later, but that, the proposed plan,
and the charges finally decided upon, vill be subject to the approval of
the Commission, which will consider all relevant facts and opinions.
understand

Tel.

No.

S~iature of Billing Paxty

Address

of

Telayhone

Service

6)
7)

9)
10)

Iin certify
formation.that

each of these subscribers

has been made aware

of the

above

APPENDIX C
APPENDIX TO
COMMISSION

1983

AN ORDER OF THE PUBLIC SERV..
IN CASE NO. 8860, DATED AUGUST

1,

PETITION FOR LOUISVILLE EXCHANGE

I

that the Kentucky Public Service Commission is considering a
plan to remove long distance charges on calls to the Taylorsville exchange,
but that such a plan will probably require an additional monthly charge on
bi11. I understand that the amount of that additional charge
my telephone
is not yet known. I state that I am the billing party for the telephone
number shown and, as such, I am interested in obtaining to11-free service
I realize that my monthly bill will probably
between the exchanges.
understand

increase in an

amount

to be determined

later, but that the

proposed plan,

finally decided upon, will be subject to the approval of
the Commission, which vill consider all relevant facts and opinions.
Tel. No.
Signature of Billing Party Address of Te1eyhone Service
and the charges

8)

9)
lQ)

ce~rtifr that each of these subscribers has been mad
signature o1: Yeitioner

~are of

the above
Date

